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Abstract

An energy-based seismic design procedure for framed structures with buckling-restrained braces is proposed using hysteretic ene
and accumulated ductility spectra. The procedure is based on the premise that the gravity load-resisting elements, such as beams a
are designed to remain elastic during earthquake, and all the seismic input energy is dissipated by the buckling-restrained braces. Th
design procedure requires hysteretic energy spectra and accumulated ductility spectra corresponding to various target ductility ratios.s-
sectional area of braces required to meet a given target displacement is obtained by equating the hysteretic energy demand to the a
plastic energy dissipated by braces. The design procedure was applied to three- and eight-story framed structures with buckling-restra.
Twenty earthquake records were utilized to construct the spectra and to verify the validity of the design procedure. According to analys
the mean values for the top story displacement correspond well with the given performance target displacements. Also, the inter-story d
out to be relatively uniform over the structure height, which is desirable because uniform inter-story drifts indicate uniform damage dist.
c© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The current seismic design procedure allows inela
deformation of structures to withstand the extra earthqu
force in excess of the design force. This design conc
which is developed based on a monotonic loading condit
does not take into account the cumulative damage cause
earthquake ground excitation with hysteretic characteris
As we have observed previously, this will lead to unexpec
damage in structures for earthquake load even slightly la
than the design load. The performance-based seismic de
method, such as a direct displacement-based design meth
considered to be a more advanced design methodology be
it accounts for, although indirectly, the energy dissipation
to inelastic deformation. However, it has limitation in that on
maximum responses are considered in the design process

The energy-based seismic design methods, which ut
hysteretic energy of a structure as a main design param
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have been developed as potential alternatives to the c
ventional maximum value-based seismic design method. T
method is rational in that the accumulation of earthquak
induced damage can be taken into account in the design
cedure. Since the concept of energy was introduced by Hous
[1] in seismic design, a lot of effort has been made in the fie
of energy-based seismic engineering. Uang and Bertero [2] and
Estes and Anderson [3] obtained story-wise distribution of hys-
teretic energy in multi-story structures. Riddell and Garcia [4]
presented a procedure for construction of a hysteretic ene
demand spectrum. L´eger and Dussault [5] investigated the in-
fluence of the mathematical modeling of viscous damping
the energy dissipation of structures. Akbas et al. [6] proposed
a design procedure to dissipate input seismic energy by cu
lative plastic rotation at the ends of beams. They assumed
the dissipated energy was distributed linearly along the build
height. Leelataviwat et al. [7] proposed a seismic design metho
based on the energy balance concept. Most of the above m
tioned research was limited to moment-resisting frames.

Recently Dasgupta et al. [8] applied the energy balance
concept to compute the seismic design base shear o
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a framed structure with BRB.
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buckling-restrained braced frame (BRBF), and found that
the base shear obtained was significantly smaller than
obtained from the displacement-based design approach.
et al. [9] used the energy-balance concept to determine the
of buckling-restrained braces (BRB) in such a way that t
hysteretic energy demand was equal to the energy dissip
by the BRB. However, the energy balance concept, although
simple and convenient for energy based design, has the
lowing fundamental limitations: In the equation proposed
Housner [1], the use of pseudovelocity for estimation of the in
put seismic energy sometimes significantly underestimates
input energy demand [2]. To enhance accuracy in the estima
tion of input energy, various methods were proposed by ma
researchers [10–12], which complicates the design procedu
due to the involvement of many variables. Also as pointed o
by Fajfar and Vidic [13] the input energy for a period range
of practical structures tends to decrease as the ductility of
structure increases. However, the Housner’s equation for c
puting seismic input energy cannot consider this phenomen

In this study seismic design procedure for framed structu
with buckling-restrained braces (BRB) was proposed using hys-
teretic energy spectra and accumulated ductility spectra. I
assumed in the design process that the gravity load-resis
system, such as beams and columns, remains elastic du
earthquake, and all the seismic input energy is dissipated by
BRB. The proposed design procedure is considered to be m
accurate than the one based on the energy balance conce
that the hysteretic energy, which needs to be dissipated by
BRB, is not computed by the approximate formula proposed by
Housner but obtained directly from the hysteretic energy sp
trum constructed by a series of time-history analyses. To t
end the hysteretic energy spectra corresponding to various
get ductility ratios were constructed first. Accumulated ductili
spectra, in which ductility ratios accumulated during an ear
quake excitation are presented, were also plotted for vari
target ductilities. The cross-sectional area of BRB required
meet a given target displacement was obtained by equating
hysteretic energy demand to the plastic energy dissipated
braces. Twenty earthquake records were utilized to const
the spectra and to verify the validity of the design procedure

2. Structure with buckling-restrained braces

BRB usually consist of a steel core undergoing significa
inelastic deformation when subjected to strong earthqu
at
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loads and a casing for restraining global and local buckl
of the core element. According to previous research [14,15],
a BRB exhibits stable hysteretic behavior with superior ene
dissipation capacity. Most of the research, however, has b
focused on experiments to investigate the energy dissipa
capacity of the BRB elements, and further research is s
required for development of a system level design proced
to apply BRB as an economic means of seismic design.

Fig. 1shows the schematic of a structure with BRB, in whic
the beams and columns are designed to remain elastic u
the earthquake load and the BRB are designed to dissi
all the input energy. As energy dissipation and the result
damage are concentrated on braces, the demand for inel
deformation and the damage in the main structural members
reduced significantly. The structure system has an advan
in that the braces can easily be replaced with new ones a
damage by major earthquakes.

3. Hysteretic energy spectrum and accumulated ductility
spectrum

In this section the procedure for constructing a const
ductility hysteretic energy spectrum and an accumula
ductility spectrum is addressed. An inelastic single-degr
of-freedom (SDOF) system with a given natural period a
ductility ratio is selected. The elastic stiffness of the structu
is obtained from the natural period and mass, and
elastic strength of the system is computed from time-hist
analysis assuming that the structure behaves elastically u
earthquake excitation. Then for the inelastic system with
certain ratio of the yield strength and the elastic strength,
maximum displacement and the corresponding ductility ra
are computed. If the maximum ductility ratio is not close
the given target ductility ratio, the system is analyzed ag
with a different strength ratio. The process is repeated u
the maximum and the target ductility ratios become nea
identical. After this process is completed the hysteretic ene
of the inelastic system is finally computed.

The hysteretic energy dissipated in a structure depe
on the amount of plastic deformation. Therefore to des
a structure using a hysteretic energy spectrum, the amo
of accumulated plastic deformation needs to be known. S
information can easily be acquired from an accumula
ductility spectrum, in which ductility ratios accumulated durin
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Fig. 2. Accumulated plastic deformation.

Fig. 3. Force–displacement relationship of an elasto-plastic system and
corresponding linear system.

an earthquake excitation are plotted for SDOF structu
with various natural periods and target ductility ratios. Th
accumulated ductility is obtained by summation of positiv
and negative yield excursions shown inFig. 2. Fig. 3 shows
the force–displacement relationship of an elasto-plastic syst
and Fig. 4 presents the flow-chart of constructing hystere
energy and accumulated ductility spectra for elasto-plas
systems corresponding to specified ductility ratios.

Twenty ground motions developed for use in the FEMA/SA
project on steel moment-resisting frames located on soft ro
sites [16] were utilized for construction of hysteretic energy an
accumulated ductility spectra.Fig. 5shows the response spectr
of earthquake records used in this study.

Fig. 6 presents the hysteretic energy spectra for vario
target ductility ratios, in which mean values for the 2
earthquake records are plotted. The inelastic systems
assumed to have elastic–perfectly plastic force–displacem
relationship. It can be observed that in structures with natu
period less than about 1.0 s the hysteretic energy dem
increases as the target ductility ratio increases. However
opposite is true for structures with natural period larger th
1.0 s. This phenomenon can be explained byFig. 7 where
it is depicted that in structures with short natural period t
area enclosed by the hysteresis loop increases with duct
e
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Fig. 4. Flow-chart of constructing hysteretic energy and accumulated duc
spectra.

Fig. 5. Response spectra of earthquake records used in the analysis

ratio, whereas in structures with long natural period the a
decreases with increasing ductility ratio.

Fig. 8 shows the averaged accumulated ductility spec
plotted for various target ductility ratios constructed using
20 earthquake records used previously. From the figure it
be noticed that the accumulated ductility ratios are nea
constant in structures with natural period of longer than ab
0.1 s. According to the results of experiments conducted
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Fig. 6. Constant ductility hysteretic energy spectra.

(a) Short period structures.

(b) Long period structures.

Fig. 7. Change in area enclosed by hysteresis loop.

the University of California at Berkeley [15], the maximum
ductility ratio of BRB reaches as high as 20 before failu
occurs. Therefore the accumulated ductility of 20∼ 70
observed in the figure for the target ductility ratio of 15 see
to be reasonable.

4. Design procedure

In this section the procedure for the proposed ener
based design method is summarized. The proposed proce
is derived based on the assumption that the gravity lo
resisting system, the frame consisting of hinge-connec
beams and columns, is already designed to remain ela
during earthquake, and all the seismic input energy is dissipa
e
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y-
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Fig. 8. Accumulated ductility spectra for various target ductility ratios.

by BRB. Therefore in this study the design procedure
limited to the design of BRB. It is also assumed that
hysteretic energy and the accumulated ductility spectra
given earthquake excitation are already prepared.

Step 1. Determination of target ductility ratio
The yield displacement of BRB can be computed from yi

stress and the length of the brace as follows:

uby = 1

cosθ

Lb

Eb

σby (1)

where θ , Lb, and Eb are the slope, length, and the elas
modulus ofBRB, respectively. Once the target displacementuT
is determined, the target ductility ratio is obtained as:

µt = uT

uby

. (2)

Step 2. Assumption of natural period
In the first stage of design the natural period of the struc

needs to be assumed. In this study the following equa
adopted by IBC-2000 [17] for the braced frame is used:

T = 0.0488H 3/4. (3)

Step 3. Required size of BRB
The cross-sectional area of BRB required to meet the g

target displacement is obtained by equating the hyste
energy demand to the plastic energy dissipated by BRB:

Eh ×
N∑

i=1

mi =
N∑

j =1

Fyj uyj (µa − 1) = (µa − 1)

×
N∑

j =1

Abj σby

Lbj σby

Eb

(4)

where Eh , Fyj , uyj , and µa are the hysteretic energ
obtained from the spectrum, yield force of thej th story, yield
displacement of thej th story, and the accumulated ductili
ratio, respectively. AlsoAbj , Lbj , θ j , σby, andEb are the cross
sectional area, length, slope, and yield stress of BRB loc
on the j th story, respectively. The cross-sectional area of B
located in thej th story,Abj , is denoted by the cross-section
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(a) Three-story structure.

(b) Eight-story structure.

Fig. 9. Model structures with BRB.

area of BRB in the first story,Ab1, multiplied by the story-wise
distribution ratio,DRj :

Abj = DRj Ab1. (5)

Then from Eqs.(4) and(5) the cross-sectional area of BRB i
the first story,Ab1, can be expressed as:

Ab1 =
Eh

N∑
i=1

mi

(µa − 1)
N∑

j =1
DRj σby

Lbj σby
Eb

. (6)

Once the size of BRB in the first story is determined, those
the other stories can be obtained using Eq.(5).

Step 4. Finalization of the BRB size
The size of BRB determined above is based on the nat

period assumed by Eq.(3). As we have the first trial values
of BRB size now, eigenvalue analysis can be carried ou
compute the more precise natural period for the structure.
process is repeated until the natural period converges.

5. Application of the design procedure

5.1. Model structures

The three-bay three- and eight-story framed structures w
V-shaped BRB shown inFig. 9 are prepared for analysis. Th
n

al

o
e

h

(a) Three-story structure.

(b) Eight-story structure.

Fig. 10. Story-wise hysteretic energy distribution ratio.

bay length of each model structure is 7.3 m, the height of
story is 5.5 m in the first story and 3.7 m in the other storie
The mass of each story is 1538 kN and the inherent mo
damping ratios are assumed to be 2% of the critical damp
Beams and columns were designed strong enough so that
remain elastic for gravity load and the forces induced by t
earthquake load. The member cross-sectional dimensions o
model structures are presented in the figure.

5.2. Design of buckling-restrained braces

The required size of BRB to meet the target displacem
was computed by equating the hysteretic energy deman
the plastic energy dissipated by braces obtained from
accumulated ductility spectrum. The story-wise distributi
ratio of the hysteretic energy,DRj , was both computed
from dynamic analysis (Type-1) and from simplified triangul
distribution form (Type-2). To obtain a Type-1 distributio
pattern, the model structures were analyzed using the twe
earthquake records.Fig. 10 shows that the two distribution
types are similar in the three-story structure, but are qu
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Table 1
Natural period, hysteretic energy, accumulated ductility ratio, and BRB cro
sectional area of the three-story structure determined in each trial

Trial 1 2 3 4

Period (s) 0.330 0.536 0.519 0.517
Eh (kN cm) 9432.9 10 399.4 10 495.2 10 495.
µa 70.84 73.21 73.26 73.26
Ab1 (cm2) 57.90 61.74 62.27 62.27
Ab2 (cm2) 31.90 34.01 34.30 34.30
Ab3 (cm2) 21.98 23.44 23.64 23.64

Table 2

Final values of BRB cross-sectional area(cm2)

Story 3 Story 8 Story
Type-1 Type-2 Type-1 Type-2

8 – – 30.46 19.64
7 – – 37.71 39.28
6 – – 41.07 58.92
5 – – 45.80 78.56
4 – – 56.29 98.21
3 47.27 36.81 75.06 117.85
2 68.60 73.61 97.25 137.49
1 124.54 128.82 185.23 166.95
Summation 240.41 239.23 568.88 716.9

different in the eight-story structure. The target inter-story d
is taken to be 1.5% of the story height; then the target ducti
ratios, determined from Eqs.(1) and(2), result in 14.9 and 15.1
for the three- and eight-story structures, respectively. There
a target ductility ratio of 15 is used to obtain hysteretic ene
demand and accumulated ductility ratio from the spectra. T
required cross-sectional area of BRB is computed using th
spectra following the proposed design method.Table 1presents
the natural period, hysteretic energy, accumulated ducti
ratio, and the cross-sectional area of a single BRB determi
in each iteration in the three-story structure when the Ty
1 pattern was used.Table 2presents the final values for th
BRB size in model structures for the two story-wise distributi
types. From the table it can be observed that the results
similar regardless of the story-wise distribution pattern of BR
in the three-story structure. However in the eight-story struct
the total amount of BRB turned out to be much smaller whe
Type-1 distribution pattern was used.

5.3. Verification of the design

Time history analyses were carried out using the nonlin
analysis program code DRAIN-2D+ [18] to verify the validity
of the proposed design method. A total of 20 earthqua
records used previously to construct the hysteretic ene
and accumulated ductility spectra were used again in
analyses. According to the analysis results plotted inFigs. 11
and 12, the mean values for the top story displaceme
of the model structures correspond well with the targ
displacements. Also, the inter-story drifts turned out to
relatively uniform over the structure height, which is qui
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(a) Story displacements.

(b) Inter-story drifts.

Fig. 11. Maximum responses of the three-story structure.

desirable because uniform inter-story drifts indicate unifo
damage distribution. No discernable difference could
observed in the displacement responses between Type-1
Type-2 story-wise energy distribution patterns.Fig. 13 plots
the hysteretic energy dissipated in each story of the mo
structures. Mean values of the twenty results were plotted
the two different story-wise distribution patterns. It can
observed that there is no significant difference between Typ
and Type-2 story-wise energy distribution patterns. In
eight-story structure, the Type-1 distribution results in a m
uniform story-wise distribution of hysteretic energy. Genera
the hysteretic energy distribution shape is closer to the Typ
distribution pattern.

6. Conclusions

In this study the energy-based seismic design proced
for framed structures with buckling-restrained braces w
proposed using hysteretic energy spectra and accumu
ductility spectra. According to the time-history analysis resu
the maximum displacements of the model structures w
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(a) Story displacements.

(b) Inter-story drifts.

Fig. 12. Maximum responses of the eight-story structure.

BRB designed in accordance with the proposed meth
coincided well with the target displacements in the thre
story structure. In the eight-story structure the results w
somewhat on the conservative side. It was also shown
the story-wise distribution of hysteretic energy, which indica
the distribution of structural damage, was relatively unifo
throughout the story.

It should be noted, however, that the proposed method
energy-based design, which utilizes the hysteretic energy
the accumulated ductility spectrum constructed from analy
of SDOF systems, may only be applied to low- to mediu
rise structures, because the hysteretic energy of a high
structure may be quite different from that of the equivale
SDOF structure due to higher mode effects.
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(a) Three-story structure.

(b) Eight-story structure.

Fig. 13. Story-wise distribution of hysteretic energy in the three-story struct
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